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Abstract
Both the Paris heat wave of 2003 and recent high-resolution climate change predictions indicate a
world where mortality from extreme weather events will increase. Most heat wave deaths occur in
buildings, and are driven by the thermal characteristics of the buildings and their local environment.
Unfortunately previous work on the topic has ignored such spatial variations by either assuming the
climate has little variation over a large area, or using archetypes of buildings from stock models. The
latter forgetting that neither building characteristics nor landscape context are uniform over a city,
with for example suburbs having a different architecture and shading to the inner city. In this work we
use a statistical method combined with a new remote surveying tool to assemble accurate models of
real buildings across a landscape then map the spatial variability in overheating and excess deaths
now and in the future at a resolution of 5km x 5km. High spatial variation in the risk of overheating
and heat-related mortality was found due to the variability of architecture, context and weather.
Variability from the architecture and shading context were found to be a greater influence on the
spatial variation in overheating than climate variability. Overheating risk was found to increase
significantly with heat-related mortality tripling by the 2050s. The method was validated against data
collected during the northern hemisphere 2006 hot summer. The maps produced would be a highly
useful resource for government in identifying populations of greatest concern when developing
policies to combat such deaths.
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1. Introduction
Despite international efforts to combat global warming since the Rio Earth Summit in 1992 [1], global
surface temperatures are projected to rise by up to 4.8 °C by the end of this century [2]. Such warming
increases the risk of overheating in non-air-conditioned buildings; a risk which might be further
exasperated by fabric improvements [3]. In August 2003, 14,729 excess deaths occurred in France [4]
and 2,139 in England and Wales, due to a severe heat wave, primarily in large urban centres [5].
Interestingly, it was found that the top floor presented a higher risk of heat-related mortality, and lack
of home insulation was one of the major risk factors for the excess deaths [6]. This indicates that
architectural detail and lack of shading are both risk factors in such mortality.
Unfortunately, many weather events that are currently classed as extreme will become more frequent
as a result of climate change. For instance, it is reported that the frequency and duration of heat waves
are very likely to increase during the 21st century [2], with the heat wave of 2003 representing a typical
*
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summer by the 2040s, and heat related deaths tripling by the 2050s [3]. Indeed, it is estimated that
human activities have already increased the likelihood of a 2003 type event from one in several
thousand to ~1:100 in little over a decade [7]. Looking further into the future, heat related deaths are
predicted to increase 5-fold under a medium carbon emission scenario (SERS A1B), by the 2080s [3].
A first step to avoiding such deaths and providing occupants with a comfortable indoor environment
is a locally-relevant assessment of overheating risk which takes climate change into account.
There have been several general different assessments of future overheating risk, using dynamic
thermal models of buildings and future weather files, and all show that overheating risk is on the rise.
[8-21]. Appropriate weather files are the prerequisites for any reliable thermal simulation. These take
various forms in various parts of the world, for example Test Reference Years (TRYs) and Design
Summer Years (DSYs); however, these are normally on too coarse a spatial grid to be locally accurate
[22]. Previous research [23] which simulated indoor environmental conditions for different locations
across two regions with varying topography, using weather files at a spatial resolution of 5km found
that there are distinct variations in overheating risk with location, especially in regions with large
topographic differences. Hence it is possible to conclude that location-specific (future) weather data
is required to perform accurate overheating risk assessments of populations. Although Eames, et al.
[23] used weather files at a high spatial resolution, they failed to take into account any variability in
the building characteristics and urban form.
It is well known that the presence and form of surrounding buildings can have a major impact on
overheating risk due to mutual shading and radiative exchange [24]. The materials used and the
architectural form will also have a considerable impact, particularly the thermal mass and the glazing
ratio. Hence an accurate assessment would require building information about a large number of
buildings across the study area. It is however, not easy to find sufficient building information
containing all the necessary variables required for thermal modelling at a large scale. Examples such
as housing surveys [25], energy follow-up surveys [26] and energy efficiency databases [27], etc.
provide nationwide building information, but none of these datasets are primarily collected for the
purpose of thermal modelling [25]. Hence there is a lack of information regarding building orientation,
local shading and glazing ratios [24, 28, 29], i.e. they lack context. This has led to there being very few
studies that model a large number of real existing buildings individually; instead representative or
archetype models of dwelling types have been used with little to no concern of, for example, the
surrounding obstructions or how built form, or density, changes across a region or country [9, 19, 21,
28, 30, 31].
This study focuses on current and future spatial variation in overheating risk and heat-related
mortality across a landscape. A new method is developed and then applied to a representative
medium-large mid-latitude city with large topographic and density differences, and the results
validated against calculated excess mortality from measured temperatures in London during 2006. As
mentioned above, the problems for such a large scale overheating risk assessment are lack of detailed
building information and unrepresentative weather years. These problems have been solved in this
study by modelling a large number of randomly selected real dwellings sitting in their real
surroundings and the use of probabilistic Hot Summer Years (pHSYs) [32] at a resolution of 5km. In
total, 907 distinct thermal models have each been simulated with 100 pHSYs, resulting in 100
probabilistic projections of overheating risk per dwelling for the current climate i.e. 2020s (2010 - 2039)
and a possible future climate scenario for the 2050s (2040 - 2069). Maps of the distribution of the
overheating risk and the expected heat-related mortality rate across the study area have then been
created.

2. Methodology
Sheffield (53.38° N, 1.47° W) was selected as the study area. Sheffield covers an area of 367.94 km2
and is the 5th largest city in the UK. There are approximately 553,000 people and 237,000 dwellings in
the city [33]. The topography varies greatly from east to west, with a National Park bordering the west
of the city. The difference in elevation between the east and west areas is around 200 m. Hence, given
a surface temperature lapse rate 0.8 °C/100m [34], there should be approximately a 1.6°C difference
in temperature between these two regions. The housing density varies across the study area varies
from fewer than 10 units per km2 to more than 7,000 per km2 [35].
2.1. Representative weather data
Given sufficient observed hourly weather data from a high spatial resolution network of weather
stations and climate projections from either global or regional climate models, it is possible to create
future weather data for any location in the world using the morphing methodology [36]. Such localised
observed hourly weather data however, is typically not available, so synthetic weather data has to be
used, for example the UKCP09 weather generator [37] can produce large amounts of synthetic
weather data at a 5 km by 5 km resolution for the current century. The UKCP09 weather generator
randomly chooses projections of climate change from probability density functions of possible climate
change anomalies, and uses these to perturb weather data from a synthetic control period (1961-1990)
[38]. It can generate weather data for three emission scenarios (SRES B1, A1B and A1FI) and seven
overlapping 30-year time periods spanning 2010 to 2099, in addition to control data spanning 19611990. A downside of such weather generators is that each grid square is treated independently with
no consistency in underlying weather patterns between adjacent grid squares. However, it has been
shown that the differences caused by random sampling within the UKCP09 weather generator are
much smaller than the differences due to other factors such as topography between adjacent grid
squares [23]. Furthermore, a comparison of future weather data produced by morphing and the
UKCP09 weather generator [39], concluded that simulations with morphed future weather files could
underestimate the total overheating hours, but at the same time overestimate peak temperatures,
providing further justification for the choice of synthetic weather data over a morphing methodology.
(Note, there have been several different approaches [32, 40-44] to constructing future weather files
for building simulation using the outputs of the UKCP09 weather generator. A review of these different
methodologies can be found in the papers written by Mylona [45] and Liu, et al. [32].)
For this study the new probabilistic Hot Summer Years (pHSYs) [32] have been used. There are 100
sets of 30-year period weather data obtained from each run of the UKCP09 weather generator. The
one with the hottest summer was selected from the 30-year period. In total, 100 hottest summer
years were selected from 100 sets and they are ranked based on the ascending order of warm
summers to produce 1st to 100th percentile HSYs. Two metrics were used for identifying the warmth
of a summer so that there were two types of pHSYs: one is based on Weighted Cooling Degree Hours
(WCDH) (pHSY-1) and the other is based on the Physiologically Equivalent Temperature [46] (pHSY-2).
In this paper, pHSY-1 (from now on referred to as pHSY) has been used, as this has been shown to be
suitable for assessing the severity of overheating risk [32]. Each run of the UKCP09 weather generator
can output 100 sets of equi-probable climate and weather projections and hence 100 pHSYs. For each
grid square 100 pHSYs were created for two time periods, the 2020s (2010 to 2039) intended to
represent the current hot summer years and the 2050s (2040 to 2069) to represent possible future
hot summer years.

The city of Sheffield is covered by eighteen UKCP09 grid squares as shown in Figure 1, whilst grid
square 0 is within the city’s limits, it contains no dwellings and hence no simulations were performed
for grid square 0. Using the SRES A1FI emission scenario, 17 sets of 100 pHSYs (1st to 100th percentile
HSYs) were produced for the 2020s and 2050s respectively. In total, 3,400 pHSYs (i.e. 100 pHSYs × 17
grid squares × 1 emission scenario x 2 future time periods) were used for this study. The pHSY
represent warm/hot summers but are unlikely to include heat waves with a return period of greater
than 15 years, hence they are not extreme. With respect to mean summertime air temperature, in
this study the 90th percentile pHSY’s represented on average the 98th percentile (15°C), and the 50th
percentile pHSY’s the 90th (14°C) in an ordered list of the weather files used to assemble them in each
grid square. With respect to maximum mean three-day air temperature, the 90th percentile pHSY’s
represented the 94th percentile on average (25°C), and the 50th percentile pHSY’s the 77th (24°C).
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Figure 1. Numbered UKCP09 grid squares for the city of Sheffield [47] .

2.2. Building information and local shading measurements
In order to assess the fraction of overheated dwellings across the city, the number of dwellings and
their form in each grid square was found. Residential areas were derived from Google Maps ® while
the existing housing density was found in the report by URBED [35] obtained from Sheffield City
Council. The number of dwellings is shown in Figure 2, note the significant difference in the number
of dwellings between west (i.e. grid numbers 1 to 7) and east (i.e. grid numbers 8 to 17).
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The underlying map of Sheffield was captured from the interactive map of UKCP09. The user interface of
which links to Google Maps.

Figure 2. Number of dwellings in each UKCP09 grid square

In order to gather the required detailed building information the survey tool of [48] was used. This
tool utilises Google Street View® with Google Maps® so is applicable worldwide. The tool can be used
to obtain window sizes and type (i.e. single or double), frame ratio and opening types (awning,
casement, slider, hopper etc.), building type, orientation, local shading (i.e. angle of visible sky [49])
and (with human input) wall types (i.e. solid or cavity wall [50]).
It would be infeasible to use the survey tool to garner the information needed to accurately model
each of the 237,000 dwellings in the study area, so a random sample of buildings was selected in each
grid square. The sample size used is shown in Table 1; note there are only a few rural houses in grid
squares numbers 1 to 4 which are located within the National Park (see Figure 1 and Figure 2); in these
cases all houses were assessed. The sample size 𝑆 was found using equation (1) [51]:
S=

𝑋 % ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑝 ∙ (1 − 𝑝)
𝑀𝐸 % ∙ (𝑛 − 1) + 𝑋 % ∙ 𝑝 ∙ (1 − 𝑝)

(1)

where 𝑋 % is found in a chi-square table for 1 degree of freedom with a given confidence level, 𝑛 is the
population size, 𝑝 is the population proportion (%) and ME is the desired margin of error (%). The
value of 𝑝 is 0.5 which makes the maximum 𝑆 [52]. Given a confidence level of 90% and an 𝑀𝐸 of 10%,
𝑆 for 𝑛 between 50,000 and 264,000,000 is 68 which has been used for grid numbers 5 to 17. Using
the survey tool five common gross UK dwelling types, i.e. detached houses, semi-detached houses,
mid-terrace houses, (top floor) flats and bungalows were identified within the 907 stochastic dwelling
measurements. The sample size and the distribution of each dwelling type across the whole study area
is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Sample size and distribution of each dwelling type across the seventeen grid squares
Grid numbers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Sample size

4

2

10

7

68

68

68

68

68

68

68

68

68

68

68

68

68

In
total
907

Detached (%)
Semi-detached (%)
Terraced (%)
Flat (%)
Bungalow (%)

1
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
0
0

1
0
0
0
6

13
6
1
10
13

11
9
3
2
8

10
7
10
0
6

9
8
7
7
6

4
5
18
14
2

8
8
8
5
7

7
6
8
5
14

3
9
7
20
2

2
7
13
17
3

3
9
10
8
3

9
7
5
3
16

12
8
4
5
6

4
11
6
3
6

100
100
100
100
100

2.3. Thermal modelling
Thermal models of the dwellings found, were created using DesignBuilder v4.2 with additional details
from BEPAC Technical Note [53]. These building geometries were augmented with the surrounding
obstructions to represent local shading, to create thermal models of 907 distinct dwellings in realistic
settings. Since only the main façade of a dwelling is available from the survey tool in many cases, the
windows on the other façades were predicted from the fenestration ratio of the measured values
compared the ones recommended by the BEPAC Technical Note. Window opening types and glazing
type were assumed to be consistent between the front and the rear of the dwelling. The images from
the survey tool served to identify wall types i.e. solid or cavity wall but not wall insulation, which was
estimated using the English Housing Survey Headline Report 2014-15: i.e. that 69% of the cavity walls
were insulated while only 9% of the solid walls were insulated [54]. The three predominant
constructions used in the thermal modelling were: (1) solid walls with single glazing and wooden frame
windows, (2) uninsulated cavity walls with single glazing and wooden frame windows, and (3)
insulated cavity walls with double glazing and uPVC frame windows. Details of constructions and
derived thermal properties can be found in the online supplementary material [55]. Living rooms were
assumed to be occupied between 9 a.m. and 10 p.m., while bedrooms were occupied between 11 p.m.
and 8 a.m., based on the national overheating risk survey [56]. The number of occupants was assumed
to be the number of bedrooms plus one assuming that two people occupy the main bedroom, with a
single occupant for all other bedrooms [57]. UK dwellings are typically not air conditioned, utilising
natural ventilation for cooling during hot weather. Window opening was triggered in the models when
(1) the internal temperature (𝑇12 ) > 24°C and (2) 𝑇12 > the external temperature (𝑇34 ) and (3) only
during occupied hours. In the simulations the aerodynamic opening area of the windows has been set
to 20% of the total openable area. Internal gains from people, equipment, lighting, etc. were assumed
to be 3.9 W/m2 and 3.58 W/m2 for living rooms and the main bedrooms respectively [58].

2.4. Overheating risk assessment
The indoor thermal environment was assessed over the summer period from April to September using
four metrics: (i) mean operative temperature, (ii) average daily maximum operative temperature, (iii)
percentage of occupied hours above the threshold operative temperatures i.e. 28°C for the living room
and 26°C for the bedroom, and which should be no more than 1% over the year [59], and (iv) Weighted
Cooling Degree Hours (WCDH) [60]. Hours of overheating was used to identify the number of
overheated dwellings while WCDH was used to measure the severity of overheating.
In addition to the above metrics, the risk to human life from overheating was also estimated based on
the methodology proposed by Armstrong, et al. [61]. Armstrong, et al. [61] found that excess summer
9372
deaths are strongly associated with the summertime 2-day mean external temperature (𝑇%5678
), with
the relative risk of death increasing linearly above a threshold temperature. This threshold
9372
temperature was shown to be coincident with the 93rd percentile of 𝑇%5678
for all regions investigated
[61]. Thus the heat-related mortality (𝑀) for a summer was calculated from the relative risk (𝑅𝑅) given
by:
with

7@@5A7>=3
𝑀 = 𝐷=>993?
∙ (𝑅𝑅 − 1)

7@@5A7>=3
𝐷=>993?
=

and

𝑑
∙ 𝐷 7@@5A7>=3
365 837?

(2)

(3)

9372
𝑅𝑅 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑇%5678
+ 𝛽,

(4)

7@@5A7>=3
7@@5A7>=3
where 𝐷=>993?
is the deaths over the summer from all causes, 𝐷837?
the deaths in one year
9372
from all causes, and 𝑑 is the number of days when the 𝑇%5678 is above the threshold temperature
identified for heat-related mortality. 𝑅𝑅 is the relative risk, a linear relationship between external
temperature and mortality; 𝛼 is the heat-mortality slope in % per degree above the mortality
threshold temperature. The external mortality threshold temperature for Sheffield has been shown
9372
to be 22.2°C with 𝛼 equal to 1.7% [61]. 𝛽 can be calculated when 𝑅𝑅 equals 1 and 𝑇%5678
is equal to
the mortality threshold temperature. For this paper, which considers the spatial overheating risk
across a city and for different dwelling types, external temperature is not an ideal indicator of the
relative risk of mortality, instead it is preferable to use an internal mean temperature. To calculate the
mortality rates for this study we have assumed that the mortality threshold temperature will occur at
the 93rd percentile of internal 2-day mean temperatures, as it does externally. For each of the 17 grid
9372
squares the 100 HSY files were ranked in order to obtain the 93rd percentile of external 𝑇%5678
. By
choosing like percentiles from each grid square (i.e. median HSY from grids 1, 2, 3, etc.) the equivalent
internal mortality threshold temperature was identified for each of the 907 dwellings (using living
room temperatures for daytime and bedroom temperatures for night-time) and the average was
taken to produce a citywide internal mortality threshold. In this way 100 citywide mortality thresholds
7@@5A7>=3
were created to allow the probabilistic assessment of the relative risk. Population and 𝐷837?
information was extracted at Middle Layer Super Output Area (MSOA) data from the UK Office for
National Statistics (ONS) [62]. However, MSOAs do not match up with the UKCP09 grids, hence 𝑅𝑅 for
each MSOA was adjusted based upon the proportion of the MSOA within each UKCP09 grid square.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Variability in the external environment
34
34
External mean (𝑇9372
) and average daily maximum temperature (𝑇974
) over the summer (April to
st
th
September) were calculated for the 100 pHSYs (i.e. 1 to 100 percentile HSYs) for each grid square
34
34
for the 2020s (which is intended to represent the current climate). The variation of 𝑇9372
and 𝑇974
34
34
across the city is shown in Figure 3. The median values (red line in the box plot) of 𝑇9372 and 𝑇974
were found to have a variance of 0.40 and 0.61 respectively. The largest differences for the median
34
34
values of 𝑇9372
and 𝑇974
among the seventeen grids were 2.8°C and 3.1°C respectively. In addition,
34
34
median 𝑇9372 and 𝑇974 in the western region (grid numbers 1 to 7) were 1.6°C and 1.9°C lower than
the eastern region (grid numbers 8 to 17). Given the difference in temperature between adjacent grid
squares is up to twice as much as that indicated by the surface temperature lapse rate, it is clear that
lapse rate alone is not a good way to account for variations in temperature across the landscape when
considering overheating. Regarding the variation from 100 pHSYs within each grid, the variances of
34
34
𝑇9372
and 𝑇974
were approximately 0.4 and 0.6°C2 respectively, which are consistent for all of the
seventeen grids.

Figure 3. External mean and average daily maximum temperatures over the summer period (April to September) for the
2020s.

3.2. Variability in the indoor thermal environment
Across the 17 grid squares, 907 dwellings were simulated using a high performance computing
environment for 100 pHSYs, resulting in 90,700 simulations for each time period. As might be expected
from the external temperature, the indoor environment in the eastern region was warmer than the
12
western region (Figure 4). On average, the difference in 𝑇974
between the two regions was 1.8°C for
12
the living rooms and 1.4°C for the main bedrooms. The variability in 𝑇974
between the 17 grid squares
however was up to 3.9°C for the living rooms and up to 3.1°C for the main bedrooms. The variances
12
of 𝑇974
across the 17 grid squares were 1.0 and 0.75°C2 for the living rooms and the main bedrooms
34
respectively, i.e. higher than the variance of 𝑇974
shown in Figure 3. For each grid square, there was
12
12
34
34
greater variation in 𝑇9372 and 𝑇974 than in 𝑇9372 and 𝑇974
, suggesting variability does arise from
the way the spectrum of dwelling types and their context varies over the study area, in addition to the
weather.
12
12
Figure 5 shows a comparison between median internal operative temperatures (i.e. 𝑇9372
and 𝑇974
)
for the 2020s and 2050s. For both the living room and the main bedroom the differences in median
internal temperatures (DT, see secondary y-axis in Figure 5) between the 2020s and 2050s was < 1°C
over the summer for all seventeen grid squares. In addition, the distribution for the 2050s was very
similar to that for the 2020s indicating that the distribution in overheating risk is unlikely to change
substantially due to a changing climate.

In summary, due to a combination of their architecture, their context and their location the dwellings
in the eastern region are at a higher overheating risk than those in the western region and will remain
so in future. This suggests that any policies should preferentially consider the population living in this
area. In addition, the largest absolute difference of internal temperature (3.9°C) between grid squares
is approximately twice as much as the difference (1.6°C) in external temperature from a consideration
of surface temperature lapse rate alone. Thus it is clear any variations in external temperature caused
by the lapse rate across a region should not be seen as indicative of internal temperature differences
across the region. This conclusion, which suggests that overheating assessments must take into

account of how the architecture and shading context changes across a region supports previous work
[63]. This showed that the increase in internal temperature due to a changing climate was very much
dependent on built form. With some buildings increasing in mean and maximum temperature faster
than any changes in external temperature, and some less rapidly than the external perturbation.

Figure 4. Internal mean and average maximum operative temperatures during the summer (April to September) in the
2020s.

12
12
12
Figure 5. Variation in the median 𝑇9372
and 𝑇974
across the city in the 2020s and in 2050s. DT shows the increase in 𝑇9372
12
(or 𝑇974 ) by the 2050s compared to the 2020s.

As mentioned above, 907 thermal models of dwellings were simulated with 100 pHSYs, resulting in
100 probabilistic projections of overheating risk per dwelling, or 90,700 predictions in total. The
median (50th percentile) projection of overheating for each of the 907 dwellings, sorted by type for all
four overheating metrics considered, is shown in Figure 6. The method used, which is based on real
survey data and shading, allows for a much more accurate consideration of which architectural forms
are more at risk of overheating than work based on archetypes. It accounts for example for the
observation (confirmed by the survey tool) that the lower floors of terrace housing in the urban
environment is more likely to be shaded by other properties than detached homes in the suburbs.
Comparisons between dwelling types indicate that, living rooms in the semi-detached houses, flats
and bungalows, and bedrooms in the semi-detached and terraced houses are likely to be at a higher
risk of overheating. Overall, detached houses were the coolest dwelling type which is consistent with
results from previous work [56]. Top floor flats showed the highest overheating risk for living rooms
(see Figure 6); this also agrees with the same reference. By contrast, for terraced houses overheating
risk was lower in the living rooms compared to the bedrooms. Table 2 shows the percentage of
overheated living rooms and bedrooms for each dwelling type for both 2020s and the 2050s. The
number of overheated living rooms is projected to double by the 2050s compared to the 2020s, while
the number of the overheated bedrooms is projected to increase dramatically by the 2050s.

Figure 6. Variability in overheating for the different metrics for different dwelling types (living rooms on left; main bedrooms
on right).

th

Table 2. Percentage of overheating dwellings, shown by dwelling type, data shown at the 50 percentile (Median). N is the
number of samples.

Periods

Rooms

2020s

Living room

2050s

Detached
(N=185)
18.4%

Semi-detached
(N=400)
31.0%

Terraced
(N=177)
18.1%

Flat
(N=59)
44.1%

Bungalow
(N=86)
33.7%

Bedroom

0.0%

7.5%

44.6%

1.7%

8.1%

Living room

45.9%

69.8%

50.8%

88.1%

70.9%

Bedroom

5.4%

42.3%

97.7%

42.4%

46.5%

3.3. Maps of overheating risk
Maps of overheating were created, detailing both the number of overheating dwellings (based on
hours of overheating) and the severity of overheating (based on WCDH) (Figure 7). The size of a circle
illustrates the number of overheated dwellings while the colour displays the severity of the
overheating risk. The number of the overheated dwellings in each grid square was estimated from the
percentage of overheated samples and the actual number of dwellings shown in Figure 2. WCDH is
found to increase by 50% for the living rooms and 19% for the main bedrooms for the 2050s compared
to the 2020s.
There is a significant difference in the risk and severity of overheating between grid squares and
between the eastern and western regions. This can be attributed not only to the higher external
temperatures on the east side of the city but also the increased number of dwellings. On the west side
of the city, only 3% of living rooms overheated in the 2020s rising to 16% by the 2050s (median
estimate). While on the east side of the city overheating of living rooms was 34% and 74% for the
2020s and 2050s respectively. With respect to bedrooms, the east of the city showed approximately
three times the risk than the west. The maps illustrate the high variability of both the overheating risk
to dwellings and the severity of the overheating across the city.

Figure 7. Overheating risk maps for the study area for the 2020s and 2050s. The size of the circle represents the number of
overheating dwellings exceeding 1% of annual occupied hours above a set temperature. The colour scale represents the
severity of the overheating risk measured by the number of WCDH.

3.4. Spatial variability of overheating risk
We have seen that the risk and severity of overheating varies with both location and
architecture/context. This section examines which has the greater impact.
12
12
Within each pane, variability in 𝑇9372
, 𝑇974
, hours of overheating and WCDH are shown in Figure 8
and Figure 9. Variability in the weather between different grid squares is shown on the left; while
variability between different samples of a single dwelling type is shown on the right.

In order to assess the variations in the overheating risk due to the spatial variability in the localised
weather, two thermal models for each dwelling type were simulated with all of the weather files from
across the city. The two thermal models were selected as follows: all the buildings within each dwelling
type were ranked in order of overheating risk in the living room and the median model was selected;
the other one was selected in the same way but based on the overheating risk in the main bedroom.
Each model was simulated using 100 pHSYs for each grid square and the median result for each
overheating metric was used to create the left-hand box plots. To assess the variability of different
dwellings, all the thermal models within the same dwelling type were simulated with 100 pHSYs for
the same location (weather data for grid square 9 was used, as this has the highest housing density
and is in the middle of the city). For each dwelling model the median value of each overheating metric
was used to create the right-hand boxplot. In summary, we are moving one building (the median one)
of each basic type around the city and studying the variation in overheating found; and also placing all
the buildings of the same type into one grid square to also look at the variation found. This allows a
comparison in the variance due to weather to be compared to the difference caused by architecture
and context.
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As shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, the interquartile ranges (IQR) of 𝑇9372
and 𝑇974
(left-hand box
plots) for all dwelling types are similar. We can also see from Figure 8 and Figure 9 that the IQR of
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𝑇9372
and 𝑇974
for inter-dwelling type variability (right-hand box plots) is roughly double the IQR
variability (left-hand box plots) due to localised weather variability. This increased inter-dwelling type
variability is carried over into the plots for hours of overheating and WCDH. The IQR of the hours of
overheating and WCDH is shown to be up to 56 and 2150 for the living rooms and 101 and 1591 for
the main bedrooms. In addition, the inter-dwelling type plots have a significantly greater range,
highlighting the importance of the local setting on both overheating risk and severity. Such variability
implies that it may be more appropriate to present a likely range of overheating risk based on a
number of samples for a dwelling type rather than a single archetype model which may well show
significantly biased results. The spatial variability in the localised weather also has a significant impact
on the likely range of overheating risk, albeit to a lesser extent than the local context. The IQR of the
hours of overheating and WCDH due to the variability in the weather, were in excess of 20 hours and
400 for the living rooms for all dwelling types and over 60 hours and 800 for the main bedrooms of
semi-detached and terraced houses. The spatial variability in the weather therefore should be taken
into consideration when completing risk assessments, though its influence was not as great as the
variability in the dwellings.

Figure 8. Comparison between the influence of variability of localised weather and dwellings for different overheating
metrics within living rooms. The left-hand boxplot in each cell shows the variation caused by the spatial variability in the
weather across the seventeen grids squares while the right-hand boxplot shows the variation given by all the samples
within each dwelling type, but for a single grid square—i.e. the variability due to the architecture and context.

Figure 9. Comparison between the influence of variability of localised weather and dwellings for different overheating
metrics within main bedrooms. The left-hand boxplot in each cell shows the variation caused by the spatial variability in the
weather across the seventeen grids squares while the right-hand boxplot shows the variation given by all the samples
within each dwelling type, but for a single grid square—i.e. the variability due to the architecture and context

3.5. Validation and heat-related mortality at a sub-city level
As stated in the methodology, the mortality 𝑀 is determined from the linear relationship between
9372
relative risk and the internal 2-day mean temperature (𝑇%5678
) above a citywide mortality threshold
7@@5A7>=3
temperature. From the latest population and 𝐷837?
data available at the MSOA (ward) level [62],
the heat-related mortality rates (𝑀) in deaths/million over the summer (April to September) were
estimated.
It is currently unclear at what rate people may adapt to higher temperatures as the climate changes.
If people do not adapt quickly the mortality threshold temperature for the 2050s will be similar to the
2020s. Therefore, two maps have been produced for the 2050s, one where the 2020s mortality
threshold has been used to calculate M and one where a new threshold temperature has been
calculated to represent full adaptation to a warmer climate. The citywide mortality thresholds were
calculated as 24.4°C and 25.9°C for the 2020s and 25.4°C and 27.2°C for the 2050s at the 50th and 90th
percentiles respectively. The 50th and 90th percentile projections of 𝑀 for the 2020s are 7 and 12 per
million per year respectively, increasing to 21 and 39 per million per year in the 2050s in the absence
of any adaptation (using the 2020s mortality threshold). Thereby indicating that the heat-related
mortality rate would triple in a 30-year period if people were unable to adapt to a warming climate.
By using pHSYs this work is predicated on warmer than average summers and hence overestimates
risk during colder summers. However, the weather generator [37] that lies behind the pHSYs is not
designed to produce heat waves or other rare events with long return periods. The pHSY is designed
to solve this difficulty of needing to ensure overheating risk is not underestimated by using only typical
years, but recognising there being (as yet) no robust way of generating accurate heat waves with
accurate return periods across a landscape. The approach was validated by considering data from the
hot summer of 2006. During May to August in 2006 (which included a 4-day hot spell) 𝑀 for London
was estimated (based on the recorded temperatures) as 33.5 per million (14.2 per million during one
4-day spell) [31]. So, with the 90th percentile projection for 2050s, Sheffield would experience yearly
heat-related mortality similar to that found for London during the hot summer in 2006.
The mortality rate shown at a ward level across the city of Sheffield shows similar spatial variation to
the overheating displayed in Figure 7, with the eastern region showing significantly greater heatrelated mortality rates than the western region. Also variation between regions is more pronounced
in the 2050s compared to the 2020s. The variances for the 50th and 90th percentile 𝑀 are 21 and 79
for the 2020s but 142 and 403 for the 2050s.
If people do adapt quickly to the warming climate (using the threshold temperatures of mortality for
the 2050s), the 50th and 90th percentile projections of 𝑀 for the 2050s are 6 and 16 per million which
are quite similar to the 𝑀 of the 2020s suggesting that the adverse impact of the warming climate on
M could be offset by human thermal adaptation. Also the spatial variation does not change as the
variances for the 50th and 90th percentile 𝑀 are 18 and 80, i.e. similar to those of the 2020s. Figure 10
shows M at a ward level, for the 2020s and 2050s at the 50th and 90th percentiles for both levels of
adaptation.

Figure 10. Heat-related mortality rates (deaths/million) for the 2020s and 2050s. The mortality rates with and without
human adaptation to the warming climate are shown for 2050s. Two MSOAs lack death data and are coloured grey. The
5km by 5km UKCP09 grid is overlaid for reference. The population of an MSOA on average is 7,200.

4. Conclusions
In this paper we have developed a new method for mapping the spatial variability of overheating and
associated human mortality rates of a city, region or country and validated this against measured data
for London. By applying the approach to a medium sized mid-latitude city and its surrounding
countryside we have shown that spatial variability is material to the question of overheating
assessment, and that much of this variability arises from the way building type varies across a region.
Rather than using a national stock model approach, which might not account for local architectural
features, or shading from local street layouts, a robust stochastic approach was used. A remote survey
tool [48] was used to gather the details of 907 buildings and their surroundings within seventeen 5km
by 5km grid squares. The details included building type, building orientation, shading from the
surrounding context, wall types, window types, glazing ratio, opening types and opening area. Each of
these 907 dwellings were simulated using dynamic thermal modelling using standard occupancy levels
and internal gains and probabilistic localised weather data for the 2020s and 2050s.

Examination of temperatures across the city show a strong correlation between external
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temperatures and topography. While, variation in 𝑇9372
and 𝑇974
across the city is more strongly
correlated with the type of dwelling. In all cases the inter-dwelling type variability in overheating for
all overheating metrics considered is greater than the variability due to weather. This implies that the
details of local surroundings and local architecture are an important aspect when considering
overheating risk.
Overheating maps have been created which show both the risk of overheating (based upon a number
of hours criterion) and the severity of overheating (based upon WCDH). The maps show high spatial
variations in both the risk and severity of overheating in dwellings across the city. The eastern side of
the city showed overheating risk over three times that of the western side for the 2020s and 2050s.
The maps indicate that the number of overheated dwellings and the severity of such overheating will
increase substantially by the 2050s in the absence of any building adaptations. Such overheating maps
will be a useful resource to identify areas of concern regarding the risk and severity of overheating in
dwellings and for developing policy.
The impacts of location and vernacular form are also found to be important when considering heat
related mortality, with some areas experiencing a 10-fold greater mortality rate than others.
It is clear from this work that it is critical to consider both the local weather and the local architecture
(and its surroundings) when analysing overheating risk and future mortality rates. Doing so will also
allow the identification of priority areas for adaptation of buildings, and priority populations, and
thereby inform decision making about action plans.
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